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NOON, FRIDAY, MAY 26TH  TO

NOON, MONDAY, MAY 29TH

CHAOS TOWARDS BALANCE

SHANDAKEN, NEW YORK

Disorient returns for the 7th cycle of our beloved Country Club. 
In this year of seven, we tune our vibrations to the chrysalis stage of 

gentle progress through communication and action. 

Join us for this journey of deep chilling off 
the grid relaxation. Country Club is a woodland 
oasis where blissful self-reliance meets massive 
multiplayer participation. Explore a constantly 

shifting blank canvas of music, art, and performance.

CHAOS TOWARDS BALANCE



BEFORE WE BEGIN . . .

NEW FOR 2017

THERE ARE TWO NEW DESIGNATED CAMPING 
AREAS FOR THOSE WANTING A MORE TRANQUIL 

EXPERIENCE AND THOSE WANTING A MORE 
TURNED UP EXPERIENCE- QUIET CAMPING AND 

NOT SO QUIET CAMPING AREAS.  
PLEASE SEE THE SITE MAP.

THERE ARE LARGE GROUP FIRES PLACED AROUND 
GROUNDS.

YOUR SMALL CAMPFIRES PERMITTED ONLY IN 
ABOVE GROUND FIRE DISHES. PLEASE PLACE 

ABOVE GROUND IN WELL CLEARED AREAS AND 
TAKE EXTREME CARE NOT TO SCORCH THE 

EARTH!

WE ASK ATTENDEES TO BE MUCH MORE 
RESPONSIBLE WITH LEAVE NO TRACE THIS YEAR.  

DISENGAGE CREW WAS OVERWHELMED WITH THE 
AMOUNT OF TRASH THAT WAS LEFT BEHIND LAST 

YEAR.  PLEASE, FOLKS, BE CLEANER.

A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO
THOMAS EGAN PHOTOGRAPHY
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LEAVE NO TRACE

Country Club is a LNT event. 
A very generous Disorient supporter has gifted us with the use of his land to host Country Club.  Please give your utmost 

respect to the land and take everything you brought in, back out with you.
Our goal is to leave the site better than when we found it.

MOOP= MATTER OUT OF PLACE
If it did not start out living on the site, you are part of the effort to trash it or return it to it’s home.  

This may mean cleaning up stuff that you did not leave.  It is not cleaning up after someone, it’s tending to the environment 
where we celebrate.  Expect collective MOOP sweeps to happen during the event and expect to participate.

Leave no trace includes burnt material.  Clean up any flakes and ashes left from burnt items.  
Also, PAY ATTENTION, burning cardboard is flakey and flies easily and you will have to go and chase it.

SMOKERS! 
Carry a butt can.  Use it.  Best practice- roll your smokes so you are not leaving filters to be picked

 up by our rockstar Disengage Team.

PACKAGING
You can reduce the amount of trash you have to take out by removing any excess packaging from your supplies before you 

arrive at the event.

HIDING YOUR GARBAGE
People tend to throw their garbage into whatever open trash bag is available.  If you do not want to take out loads of other 

people’s trash, consider a tarp to cover your trash.  Also, it makes it easier to separate trash from recycling.

BE A FRIEND
Some of our friends will be departing via bus and thus will not be able to take out bags of garbage.  At the very least, you 

will earn a friend for life, if you give the gift of space for a couple extra bags of garbage. If you cannot spare space, gift 
some garbage bags to the Disengage Crew.

PLASTIC
Plastic.  We love it for so many things.  We do not love it when it is a disposable plastic cup.  Bring 

a reuseable, non-glass cup/tumbler/bottle with your name on it.  If you bring a really nice cup, it can become part of your 
playa persona.

Do not throw any plastic or glass into burn barrels.  Inhaling burning plastic 
makes you feel weird, and not in the good way.

TRASH CANS WILL NOT BE PROVIDED
You are responsible for taking out all your trash.  Bring a minimum of 5 heavy duty 

garbage bags.



WATER
So Important!

There is no water provided at Country Club. There are no 
public showers. You must bring all the water you will need 
for the weekend. The common recommendation is 1 gallon 
per person per day. Our recommendation, bring a bit more 

than that for cooking needs, cleaning dishes and if it is 
particularly hot and you need to hydrate more than normal.

BRING
PHOTO ID FOR WILL CALL VERIFICATION

RADICAL SELF-RELIANCE 
FOOD AND COOKING SUPPLIES

UTENSILS
REUSABLE CUP 

POWER
WATER

OTHER BEVERAGES BYOB 
TENT

TOILET PAPER
BABY WIPES AND/OR SOLAR SHOWER

ENVIRO-SAFE SOAP 
WATERPROOF FOOTWEAR (FOREST DEW IS REAL) 

CLOTHING FOR HOT AND COLD WEATHER 
TRASH BAGS TO CARRY HOME ALL THAT YOU DO NOT CONSUME OR GIFT

LOCAL RESOURCES
NEAREST GROCERY STORES: Phoenicia Market , 85 Main St, Phoenicia, NY 12464, 

(845) 688-2448  
Monday Thru Saturday 8 am to 8 pm, Sunday 9am to 3 pm

Boiceville Station, 4099 NY-28, Boiceville, NY 12412, (845)-657-2695 Monday Thru Thursday 7 am 
to 8 pm Friday and Saturday 7 am to 9 pm,

Sunday 8 am to 8 pm
NEAREST BIG BOX STORE: Walmart Supercenter, Hudson Valley Plaza, 601 Frank Sottile Blvd, 

Kingston
Open 24 hours

CAMPING SUPPLIES: Camping World of Kingston, 124 NY-28, Kingston, (888) 902-4229
M-F 8AM–7PM, Saturday 8AM–5PM, Sunday 11AM–5PM

SELF-RELIANCE



TICKETS

PARKING

CAMPING

Country Club is a private ticketed event.
No ticket = no entry

No tickets will be sold at the gate.

There is no parking on the grass or in the actual camping areas at Country Club. You 
will not be able to park your car by your tent. 

There are designated parking areas for all attendees.
Limited production parking passes will be available for 

production-related vehicles to park at HQ.

GATE IS NOT OPEN 24 HOURS DURING EVENT
2017 Gate Schedule

Friday - Gates are open Noon to 2AM 
Saturday- Gates are open 9AM-10PM 
Sunday- Gate is closed to new arrivals

You will be allowed to go in and out once you have 
arrived but please, be respectful of the neighbors when 

you do so. Don’t be loud. No late night trips unless 
absolutely necessary.

Country Club is not RV friendly. If you have made plans to bring an RV to Country 
Club you must contact us directly at countryclub@disorient.info RV services for grey and 

black water or water replenishment will not be permitted on site.

TICKETS

THE GATE

PARKING

RVs

Please note the new QUIET CAMPING AREAS and NOT SO QUIET CAMPING AREAS on 
the site map.  There are other areas in which to camp but we have designated these areas 

based on feedback from our campers looking for a more specific experience.

NEW FOR 2017



PARTICIPATION VOLUNTEERING

Part of what makes our Country 
Club community great is the enthusiasm and 

creativity of our participants.
In addition to being a venue of music 

and camping, we also are a venue for art 
installations and interactive experiences.

Disorient is offering art grants for projects 
displayed at Country Club. Please fill out this 

form to contribute.
We request that very large art, or art 

that requires power or fire elements be 
coordinated with us to ensure that your art 

can be safely displayed. For more information, 
email countryclub@disorient.info

Parties don’t throw themselves, folks. 
Sorry to break it to you. Volunteering is why we 

exist. 
It is our foundation. It is our heart. Join the 

volunteer squad. Help us make the magic that 
is the Country Club experience. It is not a great 
way to meet new people and get involved, it is 

the BEST way. You will truly feel a part of the fold 
once you have been a part of the creation of a 

Disorient event.
Want to volunteer for Country Club? Unsure 

of what you can do? Do not fret, my friend, no 
specialized skills are necessary. Here, fill out this 

form. We’ll  find a place for you, we promise.
Want to know about other volunteer 

opportunities for other Disorient events? 
We have this group for that.



Mountain weather is unpredictable. It could be 90º F 
or 30ºF while you’re there. Come prepared. The mountains 
can get cold at night even in the summer. Waterproof boots 

are needed to keep your feet dry if any showers occur. Bring a 
warm sleeping bag and pad, and make sure your tent is zipped 

closed to protect your items from the elements.

WEATHER
Wear Lights at Night. This is a safety thing. 

Please, no flushable wipes in the portos! 
This is a LEAVE NO TRACE, Pack it in, Pack it OUT event.

Photography - Ask before taking photos of anyone.

1. Respect personal boundaries. 
2. Take responsibility for your own experience.

The interplay of these two rules forms a social contract that 
makes our events safe places to explore your own boundaries 

while encouraging respect for each other.
Talk to those around you about anything that makes you 

uncomfortable.

TWO RULES

Disorient will not be vending at Country Club, and no 
vending is allowed.

Avoid glass. No glass beer bottles please. Glass takes 
up more room in the fridge and cooler, you can’t shotgun 
them and it is a bitch to deal with if they break. Cans, on 

the other hand, can be crushed and put with your recycling, 
crushed cans take up less space in your already full car.

You may bring your pets but please be mindful of 
them, as there are coyotes and snazzwanglers in the area.

You are responsible for cleaning up after your pets,
poop = moop.

RESPONSIBILITY

GLASS
VENDING

GETTING AROUND PETS





DJ & VJ LINE UP

DJs VJs
The Sperm Whale | DISORIENT // RUBULAD

Jacob Joaquin | DISORIENT // HACK ROCK CITY

CJ | SEEJ.NET

Dr. Crystal and The Crystal Walls | DISORIENT

Rebecca Nuvoletta | DISORIENT

Horus | DISORIENT

CakeLAB

Charlie Funk | DISORIENT

Tanya Everywhere | DIGITAL NATIVE // YANDL // DISORIENT

Dima Markus | DISORIENT

JD B2B DJ Chase | DEEP END CREW

Cheric & Amin  | CINEMATIQUE // BAROQUE

Orion Keyser | DISORIENT // REALITY SYNC RECORDS

Space K | DISORIENT // NOTE GOURMANDE 

TJ McAu  |  DISORIENT

Kleine Welt | MERCER MUSIC

Dirty Honey  |  DIGITAL NATIVE // DUSTY POON SALOON

EZ Almighty | ICARUS // DISORI9NT

Wally Whatever |  DIGITAL NATIVE

EBBS | DESSERT CO.

Silloet  | DESSERT CO.

DOUGGIE STYLE | DISORIENT

DizeeChroma

Shaul Shtock | DISORIENT

Infinite Kitten



ART LINE UP

“Pyraquamid”- ARTIST: JARED KLETT
 What happens when a symbol of structural stability flows like water?

“Astral Disaster”- ARTIST: ERIC MORTENSEN
Astral Disaster driving theater playing interactive glitch films controllable by 
participants inside and outside the projection booth.

“Temple of Darkness & Light”- ARTISTS: SOFY YUDITSKAYA & CHRIS JORDAN
Play with the sun, let your eyes adjust in darkness, the temple of Darkness & 
Light   is a counterpoint to the greater chaos of the event, a crossroads at which 
to see  direction in relation to the light coming from the sun, or from within?

The Seventh- ARTISTS: THE GEODESIC TEMPLARS
(GEODESIC TEMPLE EFFIGY) http://www.geodesictemple.com/ 

“Swapping DNA With Nintendo”- ARTIST: J GOOD
Dust off your old school gaming skills at our 16 Bit Monster Arcade! This roving 
arcade system features many legendary gaming greats, displayed on extra large 
screens for all to see. 

“Explaining the Mathematics of the Science of Reincarnation Using Broccoli”
SPEAKER: Bob Good, Executive Director for the International Association for 
the  Science of Reincarnation
Join us at 1pm at the Digital Native Village for a talk featuring real, astounding, 
amazing science!

“AstroTurf Club”: Roving 1960s grill your own steakhouse operating at various 
times. Velvet and broads. 

Meats (ongoing series)- ARTIST: Carly Connelly 
Sculptures of meats.

Liberace Karaoke and Piano Bar 
Rhinestones and Microphones: Enter the void of opulence. Perform, or join the  
audience.

Shuttlecock City
Roving nighttime LED badminton tournament. 

The LoVeVault- ARTIST: SOPHI KRAVITZ
 Enjoy an out of body experience in The LoVeVault

Surface Tension- ARTISTS: Viktor, Wallace Ballz, Margaret, Michael
A diamond shaped Disorient boat that glides between the fabric of the worlds.

The All Nighter- ARTISTS: Viktor Getmanchuk & Margarete Gere
Become strong like wolf! Make sweat with friend and vodka for good health. You 
bring towel.

“Billy Archer Memorial Wall”
 An ever evolving mural, a monument to shared creativity, and public art, in  
memory of the great works and ideals of the public figure and brewmaster Billy 
Archer.

Country Club World Cup at NITE- BROUGHT TO YOU BY DISORIENT
Soccer after dark for your team sport playing pleasure.

DomeStar- ARTISTS: HACK ROCK CITY
 6,400 LEDs of playtime.

“Starfish Garden”- ARTIST: AK AIRWAYS



All ticket holders are required to sign a waiver. If you purchased a ticket 
online you are covered. If you purchased a ticket for someone else, that 

person MUST sign a waiver at the gate. If you did not purchase your own 
ticket, you MUST sign a waiver at the gate.

You must bring enough food, water, shelter, and first aid to survive one 
week in an unpredictable mountain environment.

Commercial vending is prohibited.
You agree to read and abide by ALL rules in the Survival Guide.

Thank you to Jake Lama, Michael Edgcumbe and Volume Hjelmh
for taking pictures last year.   

PAGE 2:  Original image by JAKE LAMA
PAGE 3: Original image by JAKE LAMA 

PAGE 4: Original image by VOLUME HJELMH
PAGE 5: from left to right, original images by VOLUME HJELMH, 

MICHAEL EDGCUMBE (two center photos), and JAKE LAMA
PAGE 6: Original image by MICHAEL EDGCUMBE

PAGE 7: Original image by JAKE LAMA
PAGE 8 :From left to right- Original images by VOLUME HJELMH, 

JAKE LAMA and MICHAEL EDGCUMBE

WAIVER OF LIABILITY

PHOTO CREDITS

You are at the end of the Country Club Survival Guide. 
Thanks for being a part of the magic.

Disorient is a volunteer-run, not-for-profit, art collective. 
Disorient is an open creative platform, powered by love. Come, join us.

www.disorient.info 
info@disorient.info


